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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This company description (the "Company Description") has been prepared in order to provide information about Bosjö
Fastigheter AB (publ), corporate identification number 559042-6259, (the "Company" or "Bosjö Fastigheter") and its
business in connection with the listing of the Company's shares on AktieTorget. This Company Description is not approved
by or registered with the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Sw. Finansinspektionen).
This Company Description is prepared by the Company. It includes market and public industry data and forecasts that have
been obtained from third-party sources and the Vendor (as defined below), prior to this acquisition being the sole owner of
the Target (as defined below), and its subsidiaries, industry publications and publicly available information as well as
industry data prepared by the Company on the basis of its knowledge of the commercial real estate and rental markets in
which the Company will operate (including the Company’s estimates and assumptions relating to the industry based on that
knowledge). The Company believes that its industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable,
but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Financial information in this Company
Description has not been audited and/or reviewed by auditors unless otherwise stated.
This Company Description includes and is based on, among other things, forward-looking information and statements. Such
forward-looking information and statements are based on the current expectations, estimates and projection of the
Company or reasonable assumptions based on information available to the Company. Such forward-looking information
and statements reflect current views with respect to future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause
actual events to differ materially from any anticipated development. All investors must themselves verify the assumptions
which form the basis for the forward-looking statements. The Company cannot give any assurance as to the correctness of
such information and statements or the correctness of the assumptions on which such information and statements are
based. Any reader of this Company Description should be aware that this information may not be used for any other
purpose than to evaluate a possible investment in the Company.
The contents of this Company Description are not to be construed as legal, business, investment or tax advice. Each
recipient should consult with its legal, business, investment, and tax advisors as to legal, business, investment and tax
advice. Specifically, Pareto Securities AB, corporate identification number 556206-8956 (the "Manager") that has been
engaged as the Company’s financial advisor does not render – and shall not be deemed to render – any advice or
recommendations as to an investment in Shares (as defined below).
The Board of Directors of the Company might be authorised to resolve upon new issues of shares in the Company prior to
the next annual meeting. The general meeting’s resolution regarding such authorization is valid only where supported by
shareholders holding at least two-thirds of both the votes and the shares represented at the general meeting.
Any investors in this Company must on his/her own ensure that the information presented is up to date and correct. If
anyone relies on this Company Description as a basis for the purchase of shares at a later date, that person must ensure
that all relevant and up to date information is obtained. Information presented in this Company Description is only up-todate as per the date on the front page of this Company Description, and the Manager has no responsibility to update or
supplement any information presented in this Company Description. From the listing date of the Company’s shares and
forward, it is the Company’s responsibility to update or supplement of any information presented in this Company
Description according to the listing agreement with AktieTorget. Potential investors must read through the entire Company
Description.
All inquiries relating to this Company Description should be directed to the Manager. No other person has been authorised
to give any information about, or make any representation on behalf of, the Company in connection with the subjectmatter of this Company Description and, if given or made, such other information or representation must not be relied
upon as having been authorised by the Company or the Manager.
This Company Description is subject to Swedish law, and any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Company
Description is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Swedish courts.
It is emphasised that investments in real estate projects can involve great risks. All investors must be aware that such
investments can cause a partial or total loss of the investment. Investors who neither can nor want to incur such risk
should not enter into these types of investments (please refer to chapter 4 "Risk Factors").
The Shares may not be a suitable investment for all investors. Each potential investor in the Shares must determine the
suitability of that investment in light of its own circumstances. In particular, each potential investor should:





have sufficient knowledge and experience to make a meaningful evaluation of the Shares, the merits and risks of
investing in the Shares and the information contained or incorporated by reference in this Company Description
(including the risk factors herein) or any applicable supplement;
have access to, and knowledge of, appropriate analytical tools to evaluate, in the context of its particular financial
situation, an investment in the Shares and the impact that an investment in the Shares will have on its overall
investment portfolio;
have sufficient financial resources and liquidity to bear all of the risks of an investment in the Shares; and
be able to evaluate (either alone or with the help of a financial or other adviser) possible scenarios for economic,
interest rate and other factors that may affect its investment and its ability to bear the applicable risks.
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Potential conflicts of interest
Prospective investors should be aware that, as of the date of this Company Description, all board members of the Company
are employed either by the Manager or the Business Manager. Prior to the completion of the Recent Equity Issue and the
redemption of the Business Manager’s shares in the Company, the Company was owned by the Business Manager. The
employees of the Manager involved in the Transaction (as defined below) have, among other things, negotiated the terms
of the Share Purchase Agreements (as defined below), the Debt Facility (as defined below) and the Business Management
Agreement (as defined below). The Manager has identified that the foregoing may give rise to conflicts of interest and even
if such conflicts of interests are deemed to be limited, has addressed this by monitoring the contemplated Transaction and
the work carried out closely with a view to address and mitigate potential conflicts of interest in a manner that benefits the
Company.
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1

LIST OF DEFINITIONS

Business Management
Agreement

The business management agreement entered into between the
Business Manager and the Company regarding the management of
the Group

Business Manager

Pareto Business Management AB, corporate identification number
556742-5581

CAPEX

Capital expenditure

Company

Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ), corporate identification number
559042-6259

Company Description

This company description, dated 25 May 2016

CPI

Swedish consumer price index (Sw. Konsumentprisindex), published
by Statistics Sweden (Sw. Statistiska centralbyrån)

Debt Facilities

The Senior Debt Facility and the Junior Debt Facility amounting to
SEK 518 million

Distribution Centre

One of the two Lease Agreements with Ellos, which comprises the
distribution centre on the Property. The distribution centre covers
69,800 m² of the total gross leasable area.

EBITDA

The Company’s earnings on a consolidated basis before interest,
taxes, depreciation, value adjustments, amortisation of goodwill
and capital gains/losses

EBITDA Yield

Annualised EBITDA divided by Gross Real Estate Value

Ellos

Ellos AB, corporate identification number 556044-0264

Ellos Group

Ellos Group Holding AB (publ), corporate identification number
556857-8511, and all its subsidiaries

E-Logistikk

E-Logistikk AS, corporate identification number 999 204 325

Gross Real Estate Value

SEK 740,000,000

Group

The Company and all its subsidiaries, including the Target and the
Subsidiary

Group Costs

Annual costs associated with the Group’s operations, including fee
to the Business Manager, auditing fee, cost of listing and fee to the
Board of Directors

ICR

Interest coverage ratio, being EBITDA divided with net interest
expenses of the Group

Junior Debt Facility

The SEK 74 million bank debt incurred by the Subsidiary which
partially financed the Transaction. The junior debt facility is second
in security ranking

Lease Agreements

The two lease agreements signed by the Tenant, one for the Office
Buildings and one for the Distribution Centre
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LTV

Loan to value (Debt Facilities to market value of the Property)

Manager

Pareto Securities AB, corporate identification number 556206-8956

Net Operating Income

All amounts payable to the Group arising from or in connection with
any lease, less any Property Related Costs

Net Real Estate Yield

Annualised Net Operating Income, divided by Gross Real Estate
Value

Office Buildings

One of the two Lease Agreements with Ellos, which comprises the
three office buildings on the Property. The office buildings cover
23,785 m² of the total gross leasable area.

Property

The property Borås Vindtyget 1

Property Related Costs

All annual operating costs (excluding Group Costs) connected to the
handling of the Property, excluding CAPEX

Recent Equity Issue

The share issue in the Company completed in April 2016, with total
gross proceeds of SEK 222,000,000

Senior Debt Facility

The SEK 444 million bank debt incurred by the Subsidiary and the
Target which partially financed the Transaction. The senior debt
facility is first in security ranking

Share Purchase Agreement

The share purchase agreement, entered into in March 2016
between the Subsidiary as purchaser and the Vendor as seller
regarding the purchase of all shares in the Target

Shares

The 2,220,000 shares in the Company

Subsidiary

Bosjö Fastigheter 1 AB, corporate identification number 5590501820, a subsidiary of the Company

Target

Bosjö Vindtyget 1 AB (previously Wilfast Vindtyget AB), corporate
identification number 556935-1470

Tax Loss Carry Forward

An accounting technique that applies the current year's net
operating losses to future years' profits in order to reduce tax
liability

Technical Manager

H2M Fastighetsteknik AB, corporate identification number 5566398003

Tenant

Ellos

Transaction

All transactions, including but not limited to the transfers under the
Share Purchase Agreement

Vendor

E-Logistikk
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2

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

The Board of Directors in the Company is responsible for the information given in this Company Description.
The Company confirms that, having taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information
contained in this Company Description is, to the best of the Company’s knowledge, in accordance with the facts
and contains no omissions likely to affect its import. Any information in this Company Description and in the
documents incorporated by reference which derive from the Vendor and other third parties have, as far as the
Company is aware and can be judged on the basis of other information made public by that third party, been
correctly represented and no information has been omitted which may serve to render the information
misleading or incorrect. The Board of Directors confirms that, having taken all reasonable care to ensure that
such is the case, the information in this Company Description is, to the best of the board member’s knowledge,
in accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect its import.

The Board of Directors in Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ)

Sven Iver Hegstad, Jacob Anderlund and Stefan Gattberg
(Board of Directors)
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3

INVESTMENT SUMMARY

This summary should be read as an introduction to the Company Description, and is entirely subordinate to the
more detailed information contained in this Company Description including its appendices. Any decision to
invest in the Shares should be based on an assessment of all information in this Company Description and any
other relevant information. In particular, potential investors should carefully consider the risk factors mentioned
in chapter 4 (Risk Factors).
For an explanation of definitions and terms used throughout this Company Description, please refer to chapter 1
(List of Definitions).
3.1

Summary of the Company, the Tenant and the Property

The Company, which is a Swedish limited liability company, has, through the Subsidiary, acquired all shares in
the Target. The Target is the sole owner of the Property, which is fully leased to the Tenant with obligations of
the Tenant under the Lease Agreements guaranteed by a reputable Swedish bank and Ellos Group. The
weighted remaining lease period of the Lease Agreements is, as of January 2016, approximately 15.5 years. The
Lease Agreements are 100 % adjusted equivalent to changes in the Swedish CPI and since all costs related to
the leased Property shall be carried by the Tenant (except for costs related to property insurance, land
development or disposals/transfers of land initiated by the landlord), the Lease Agreements are close to triple
net leases.
Ellos was founded in 1947 and belongs to the Ellos Group. Ellos Group with its subsidiaries Ellos, Jotex and
Stayhard is among the leading e-commerce groups in the Nordic Region. The Ellos Group was acquired from
Redcats by Nordic Capital Fund VII in 2013. In 2014, the Ellos Group had revenues of SEK 2.6 billion and
approximately 680 employees. The Property comprises the Ellos Group’s headquarter and only distribution
centre in the Nordics. For more information about the Tenant and Ellos Group, please refer to chapter 9.
The Property is well preserved with a large on-going refurbishment. In total, the buildings’ lettable area
measure 93,585 m² of which 75 % is logistics and the rest offices. The Property is well suited for the Tenant,
strategically located in Viared Business Park, which together with the Gothenburg region, is ranked as the best
location for logistics in Sweden. Viared Business Park is located minutes from Borås, which is the second largest
municipality in Western Sweden. The area is well established and is ideally positioned close to both Borås and
Gothenburg and only 20 minutes’ drive to Gothenburg Landvetter Airport on two-line highways.
3.2

Summary of financial information

The purchase price of the Target was based on a Gross Real Estate Value of SEK 740,000,000, which was
financed with the Recent Equity Issue of SEK 222,000,000 and the Debt Facilities of SEK 518,000,000. Key
financial figures include:




3.3

Net Real Estate Yield of approximately 6.1 %
EBITDA Yield of approximately 5.9 %
Initial LTV of approximately 70 %, with 1 % annual amortisation on the Senior Debt Facility
Summary of the Recent Equity Issue

The Board of Directors of the Company proposed to issue a total of maximum 2,980,000 Shares in the
Company. The formal resolution to issue new shares in the Company was taken by the general meeting, held on
22 January 2016, and the resolution of the general meeting was, in accordance with the Swedish Companies
Act (Sw. Aktiebolagslagen (2005:551)), based upon a proposal by the Board of Directors.
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The general meeting also resolved to redeem the at that time existing shares in the Company at a redemption
price of SEK 500,000, and for this purpose reduce the share capital with SEK 500,000. The Shares’ quotient
value is SEK 1.
The Recent Equity Issue was completed on 22 April 2016, with settlement date on 27 April 2016, and the
Property was purchased on 29 April 2016. There are in total approximately 140 individual shareholders in the
Company, as of the date of this Company Description.
The subscription price was SEK 100.
3.3.1

Transfer of Shares

The shares of the Company are freely transferrable subject to formal legal requirements and restrictions. Thus,
any transfer of shares in the Company is not subject to the approval of the Company. Other shareholders in the
Company do not have any pre-emption rights.
3.4

Summary of the Shares

All shares in the Company have equal voting rights and equal rights to dividends. The Share’s ISIN code is
SE0008014534 and the ticker at AktieTorget will be BOSJO. The Shares are registered by Euroclear Sweden AB.
Expected first day of trading on AktieTorget is 25 May 2016. The Company has engaged Pareto Securities as
liquidity provider for the Company.
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4

RISK FACTORS

Prospective investors should be aware that investments in shares are always associated with risks. The financial
performance of the Group and the risks associated with the Group’s business are important when making a
decision to invest in the Shares. There can be no guarantees or assurances that the Company’s objectives are
met and that an investment in turn will generate a positive return for the investor.
A number of factors influence and could influence the Group’s operations and financial performance and
ultimately the Company’s ability to pay dividends. In this chapter a number of risk factors are illustrated and
discussed, both general risks pertaining to the Company’s operations and material risks related to the Shares as
financial instruments. The risks described below are not the only ones the Group is exposed to. Additional risks
that are not currently known to the Company, or that the Company currently considers to be immaterial, could
have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business. The order in which the risks are presented is not
intended to provide an indication of the likelihood of their occurrence or of their relative significance.
4.1

General risk factors

The Company is in a development stage and has recently been formed for the purpose of carrying out the
business plan contained in this Company Description. Although the group of the Business Manager has many
years’ experience in the business sector, the Company is new and as such has no operating history. The
Company is therefore depending on the Business Manager in order to carry out its business plan and conduct
its day-to-day business.
4.2

Market risk

Real estate investment risk is first and foremost linked to the value of the property. This risk can thus be
defined as those factors that influence property valuations. The main factors are the supply and demand for
commercial properties, as well as the yield that investors are willing to accept when purchasing real estate. The
real estate market is influenced by the vacancy rate in the market by the end of the lease term. The vacancy
rate is influenced by several factors on both a micro and macro level. Negative changes in the general economic
situation, including business and private spending, may adversely affect the demand for logistics and offices.
The free capacity is also influenced by construction and refurbishment activity. Further, the real estate market
is influenced by the demand for the type of real estate that the Group owns. During certain periods there might
be fierce competition for a few real estate objects, and it might be difficult to purchase desired objects for the
desired price. In other periods, it might be difficult to sell real estate objects for the desired price.
4.3

Transaction risk

The Share Purchase Agreements contain limitations as to which claims can be made against the Vendor and at
what point in time these claims can be made. The Target may also have hidden liabilities which do not relate to
the Property. Losses incurred due to such liabilities may not be possible to claim from the Vendor, and may
therefore have a negative effect on the Group’s financial condition and the equity returns.
4.4

Operational risk

The financial status and strength of the Property’s tenant, and thus its ability to service the rent etc., will always
be a decisive factor when evaluating the risk of property companies. Operational risk also include risk related to
restrictions in lease agreements, risk related to legal claims from the Tenant or authorities, including tax
authorities and other third parties, risk for increased maintenance costs, risk for decreased technical conditions
and risk for hidden defects and emissions.
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4.5

Financial risk

Financial risk include, but is not limited to, risk of not achieving the desired leverage ratio, not fulfilling loan
obligations, interest rate fluctuations, risk related to effects of fair value adjustments and changes in laws and
rules regarding tax and duties. Furthermore, financial risk is also related to refinancing the debt when the Debt
Facilities expire, and that the margins and interest rates may be higher than the current situation. The Lease
Agreements are adjusted annually with 100 % of Swedish CPI in respect of the lease agreements with Ellos.
Deviations from the estimated CPI may have a negative effect on liquidity, dividends and expected return.
4.6

Financing risk

The Group is deemed to be sufficiently funded following the completion of the Recent Equity Issue. However,
additional capital needs, due to for example unforeseen costs and/or larger capital expenditures than expected,
cannot be ruled out. There is a risk that the Group cannot satisfy such additional capital need on favourable
terms, or at all, which could have an adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and equity
returns.
The Debt Facilities are two fixed 5 year bank loans, either through fixed interest rate agreements or interest
rate swap agreements.
4.7

Refinancing risk

At maturity of the Group’s debts, the Group will be required to refinance the Debt Facilities. The Group’s ability
to successfully refinance such debt is dependent on the conditions of the financial markets in general at such
time. As a result, there is a risk that the Group’s access to financing sources at a particular time may not be
available on favourable terms, or available at all.
The Group will also, in connection with a refinancing of its debts, be exposed to interest risks on interest
bearing current and non-current liabilities. Changes in interest rates on the Group’s liabilities will affect the
Group’s cash flow and liquidity. The Group’s inability to refinance its debt obligations on favourable terms, or at
all, could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition and results of operations.
4.8

Compliance with loan agreements

The loan agreements the Group has entered into makes the Group subject to a number of covenants dictating
what actions the Group may and may not take. Should the Group breach these covenants, additional financing
costs may incur and the loans may be accelerated, which could result in bankruptcy and liquidation of the
Group. Such events would negatively affect the Group’s financial condition and return on the Shares. There is a
risk that a refinancing in connection with such event would lead to increased costs or not being possible at all
and therefore affect the Group’s financial conditions negatively.
4.9

Pollution risk

The risk for unknown pollution and issues in relation thereto will remain with the Group. Hence, there is a risk
that the Group could be responsible for paying damages or cover any costs for potential clean-ups of the
Property.
4.10

Environmental risk

Although no environmental issues have been identified to this date, there is a risk that the Group will be
subject to claims by public authorities or third parties as a result of environmental or other damages related to
the land and the Property.
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4.11

Increased Property Related Costs and CAPEX

The estimated Property Related Costs and CAPEX on which the forward-looking statements have been
calculated are based upon information from the Vendor and CBRE Sweden AB (the broker), the demarcation
lists in the Lease Agreements, historic maintenance costs and capital expenses for the Property and a technical
due diligence conducted by WSP Sverige AB. There is a risk that the maintenance costs and capital expenses for
various reasons may exceed the estimated maintenance costs and capital expenses presented herein.
4.12

Geographic risk

This Company Description contains certain market information relating to the property market in Sweden in
general, and Borås and Gothenburg in particular. Market values of properties in the area may decline in the
future and negatively impact the return on the Shares.
4.13

Management risk

The Group is initially dependent upon the Business Manager for the implementation of its strategy and the
operation of its activities. Although the Business Management Agreement is non-terminable during the first 5
years from signing (with certain exceptions) and thereafter prolonged until terminated with a notice period of
12 months, there is an uncertainty with regard to the management of the Group in the event of a termination
of the Business Management Agreement. The Group also depends on the Business Manager to retain and
attract skilled personnel to fulfil its obligations under the Business Management Agreement. In addition, the
Group will depend upon the services and products of certain other consultants, contractors and other service
providers in order to successfully pursue the Group’s business plan.
Finally, there is a risk that the fees connected to the Business Management Agreement with the Business
Manager, as well as arrangements with the Manager, could have an adverse effect on the Group’s financial
condition.
4.14

Property risk

Returns from the Property will depend largely upon the amount of rental income generated from the Property
and upon changes in its market value. Since the costs and expenses incurred in the maintenance and
management of the Property and necessary investments in the Property are allocated to the tenant, according
to the Lease Agreements, such costs and expenses should not affect the returns from the Property. However,
there is a risk that if Ellos vacates the Property after the Lease Agreements’ expirations, the Company may have
to enter into new leases on less favourable terms, due to the general conditions on the real estate market on
such time, which will materially affect the returns from the Property.
Rental income and the market value for properties are generally affected by overall conditions in the economy,
such as growth in gross domestic product, employment trends, inflation and changes of interest rates. Both
property values and rental income may also be affected by competition from other property owners, or the
perceptions of prospective buyers and/or the attractiveness from tenants, convenience and safety of the
Property.
4.15

Tenant dependency

The Property currently has one tenant, being Ellos, upon which the Group’s income is dependent. Hence, the
Tenant's finances and financial strength and ability to service the rent in a satisfactory manner is critical for the
investment. Please refer to chapter 9 for a more detailed description of the Lease Agreements.
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4.16

Lease renewal and assignment risk

Should the Tenant choose to vacate the Office Buildings and/or the Distribution Centre after the current Lease
Agreements expire, there are risks involved with obtaining a new tenant/tenants for the Property. New
potential tenants might imply higher counterparty risks, and the Group’s ability to successfully negotiate a new
lease contract on favourable terms is dependent upon the general condition of the real estate market at such
time.
Further, the premises may have to be renovated and adjusted to serve several tenants instead of a single
tenant. Such investments could affect the Group’s financial condition and equity returns negatively. There
could also be a period when the Property has no tenant and consequently no income, which would affect the
Group’s financial condition and equity returns negatively.
4.17

Risks associated with Ellos

The only tenant of the Property is Ellos. Hence Ellos’ finances, and financial strength and ability to service the
rent in a satisfactory manner is critical for the Group. Further, if Ellos vacates the Property after the Lease
Agreements’ expirations, the premises would likely have to be renovated for the new tenant, which
investments could affect the Group’s financial condition negatively. New tenants may imply higher
counterparty risks, and the Company’s ability to successfully negotiate new lease contracts on favourable terms
is dependent upon the general condition of the real estate market at such time. Under Swedish Law, and also
under the Lease Agreements, the tenants may be entitled to assign the Lease Agreements in connection with a
transfer of the business at the time carried out in the premises, to the acquiring party, if permitted by the
landlord. Should the Company object to such assignment, the tenants may apply for approval with the Swedish
Rent Tribunal. An assignment shall not be granted by the Swedish Rent Tribunal if the landlord has justified
cause (Sw. befogad anledning) not to accept the new tenant, e.g. if the new tenant is not considered
creditworthy. There might also be a period when the Property has no tenant/high vacancy rate, and
consequently no income/lower income, which would affect the Company’s financial condition negatively.
4.18

Terminal value risk

Property and property related assets are inherently difficult to appraise due to the individual nature of each
property and due to the fact that there is not necessarily a liquid market or clear price mechanism. As a result,
valuations may be subject to substantial uncertainties. There is a risk that the estimates resulting from the
valuation process will not reflect the actual sales price. Any future property market recession could materially
adversely affect the value of the Property.
4.19

Risk related to future share issues

If the Company would need additional capital in the future, lack of participation from investors pose a risk to
the Company’s financial position until such further issue is completed. Investors who do not participate in
future issues will risk having their ownership diluted.
4.20

Legal and regulatory risks

Investments in the Shares involve certain risks, including the risk that a party may successfully litigate against
the Group, which may result in a reduction in the assets of the Group. However, the directors and the relevant
managers of the Vendor are on the date hereof not aware of any pending litigation against the Target.
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Changes in laws relating to ownership of land could have an adverse effect on the value of Shares. New laws
may be introduced which may be retrospective and affect environmental planning, land use and/or
development regulations.
Government authorities at all levels are actively involved in the promulgation and enforcement of regulations
relating to taxation, land use and zoning and planning restrictions, environmental protection and safety and
other matters. The institution and enforcement of such regulations could have the effect of increasing the
expense and lowering the income or rate of return from the Company, as well as adversely affecting the value
of the Property. Government authorities could use the right of expropriation of the Property if the
requirements for expropriations are satisfied. Any expropriation will entitle the Group to compensation but the
Group’s financial condition may, irrespective of such compensation, be negatively affected.
4.21

Risks relating to the trading of the Shares

Real estate is considered an illiquid asset, and normally it takes months to invest in and realise direct
investments in property. The Shares’ liquidity are uncertain, and it can be difficult to sell the Shares in the
secondary market. An investor can only exit the investment through a sale of the Shares in the secondary
market or if the Company sells the Property. Investments in the Shares are only suitable for investors who can
bear the risks associated with a lack of liquidity in the Shares.
4.22

Tax risk – the Target

Changes in laws and regulations regarding tax and other duties may involve new and changed parameters
applicable to the Target and taxation of the Target at higher levels than as of the date hereof. Changes in tax
rules and regulations may reduce the profitability of leasing out the Property and the profit after tax for the
Target. Any of these matters could have a material adverse effect on the Target’s business, financial condition
and results of operations. Final amount of tax payments each year could also differentiate from what is stated
in this Company Description, which could have a negative effect on liquidity. Additionally, discrepancies on
timing on when the Group is scheduled to start paying tax could differentiate from estimations in this Company
Description.
4.23

Risk related to the classification of taxable depreciation values

This Company Description is based on a tax residual value on the Office Buildings and the Distribution Centre of
approximately SEK 39 million. A weighted depreciation rate of 3.5 % has been assumed for the Property. The
Company has made the assumption that approximately SEK 29 million of the Target’s tax residual value is
attributable to the Office Buildings and the Distribution Centre and approximately SEK 10 million of the Target’s
tax residual value is attributable to land. If the tax values and/or the actual allocation differs from the above,
payable tax may change from the estimates in the project budget.
4.24

AIFM risk

Although already transposed into Swedish law, the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (the
"Directive") is recent and there are still some unresolved/unclear issues and the interpretation of its provisions
may change at short notice as Swedish and/or EU authorities provide guidance on how to interpret the
Directive and its subordinate legislation. In particular, companies that conduct industrial or commercial
operations fall outside the scope of the Directive. However, the interpretation of industrial and commercial
operations is not unequivocal and could give rise to uncertainties as to the applicability of the Directive. In our
assessment, the Company falls outside the scope of the Directive due to its industrial and commercial purpose,
i.e. the Company's business consists in generating returns through the leasing and operations of the Property
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and not necessarily by acquiring additional assets or divest the Property. However, there is a risk that the
Company may be considered as an Alternative Investment Fund pursuant to the Directive, which could result in
additional costs due to regulatory requirements.

The factors mentioned above are not comprehensive and there may be other risks that relate to or may be
associated with an investment in the Company.
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5

THE RECENT EQUITY ISSUE

5.1

Background to the Recent Equity Issue and use of proceeds

The Company has through the Subsidiary acquired all shares in the Target. The Target is the sole legal and
registered owner of the Property. The purchase price for the Target’s shares was based on the Gross Real
Estate Value of the Property, subject to customary purchase price adjustments.
The SEK 222,000,000 of proceeds from the Recent Equity Issue has, together with the SEK 518,000,000 Debt
Facilities, exclusively been employed towards fully funding the acquisition of the Target, including transaction
costs and working capital requirements.
5.2

Transfer of shares

The shares of the Company are freely transferrable subject to formal legal requirements and restrictions. Thus,
any transfer of shares in the Company is not subject to the approval of the Company. Other shareholders in the
Company do not have any pre-emption rights.
5.3

The Manager

Pareto Securities AB was the Manager for the Recent Equity Issue.
5.4

Jurisdiction and legislation

This Company Description is subject to Swedish law. Any disputes regarding this Company Description which
cannot be solved amicably, shall be referred to the ordinary courts of Sweden and the applicant accepts the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Stockholm City Court.
5.5

Transaction costs

In connection with the establishment of the Group and completion of the Transaction, the Group has incurred
expenses related to e.g. a structuring and arrangement fee to the Manager, bank financing fees, legal advice,
fee to the Business Manager and completion of due diligence. These total initial transaction costs of the Group
are as of the date of this Company Description expected to amount to approximately SEK 19,024,000. For the
provision of its services, the Manager has received a structuring and arrangement fee of 2.0 % of the Gross Real
Estate Value (equal to SEK 14,800,000). No other fees, either initial or future, will be payable to the Manager
from the Group under any agreement currently existing or contemplated.
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6

THE COMPANY AND THE TRANSACTION

6.1

The Company

The Company is a Swedish public limited company with corporate identification number 559042-6259,
registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office at 17 December 2015. The Company changed its
name on 4 February 2016 from JP Etablering X AB (publ) to Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ). The current registered
address of the Company is c/o Pareto Business Management AB, P.O. 7415, SE-103 91 Stockholm. The Company
has a broken fiscal year (0701 – 0630).
The Company was established by Pareto Business Management AB and has no previous business history. The
Company will, through the Subsidiary, manage the ownership of all of the shares in the Target. The Company is
the parent company of the Group and the counterparty to the Business Manager under the Business
Management Agreement.
The objects of the Company are to own and manage movable (Sw. Lös egendom) and immovable (Sw. Fast
egendom) properties or manage companies which directly or indirectly own movable or immovable properties
and, obtain financing for its business and conduct business related thereto.
The articles of association of the Company is included as Appendix 2 to this Company Description. The articles
of association was registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office in connection with the
registration of the Recent Equity Issue.
There is no historic or current disputes regarding the Company.
6.1.1

Board of Directors and the management of the Company

The duties and responsibilities of the Board of Directors follow from Swedish law and include the overall
management and control of the Company. The Board of Directors is elected by the general meeting of the
Company. The Board of Directors currently consists of three members.
Interim Board of Directors and CEO
Name

Position

Joined

Sven Iver Hegstad
Jacob Anderlund
Stefan Gattberg

Chairman of the Board
Board Member (CEO)
Board Member

Feb 2016
Feb 2016
Feb 2016

Number of Shares in the Company
0
0
0

Source: the Company

Mr. Hegstad and Mr. Anderlund are employed by the Business Manager. Mr. Gattberg is employed by the
Manager. The new Board of Directors, consisting of external representatives and investors in the Company, will
be appointed at the general meeting which is proposed to be held on 16 June 2016. The current Board of
Directors will therefore be replaced following the general meeting. The Company has not entered into any
agreements with any member in the interim Board of Directors concerning benefits after resignation of the
assignment.
The members of the interim Board of Directors have been part of the board of directors in the following other
companies, outside the Group, during the past five years:
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Other board of directors assignments of the interim Board of Directors
Sven Iver Hegstad

Jacob Anderlund

Stefan Gattberg

Ongoing board assignments:
Alf Bjerckes vei Holding AS
ImSight AS
Pareto Pe Fund i AS
LSA Invest AS
Pareto Pe II AS
Pareto Pe Institusjonelle AS
Pareto Pe Iii AS
Pareto Product Management AS
SUS 5 AS
Pareto Business Management AB
PBM Invest 100 AB
MS Etablering VII AB
Ms Etablering VI AB
Ms Etablering VII AB
JF Etablering IX AB
Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ)

Ongoing board assignments:
Ms Etablering VIII AB
Ms Etablering VI AB
Ms Etablering VII AB
Pareto GIMLE AB
Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ)
Bosjö Fastigheter I AB
MJ Etablering I AB
MJ Etablering II AB
Axet Bemanning Ekonomisk Förening
PBM Invest 100 AB

Ongoing board assignments:
S.K. Gattberg AB
Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ)

Previous board assignments:
Delarka Fastighet AB
Vårdfastigheter Sverige I AB (publ)
Pareto Business Management AS
Bonntjennsvegen 13 AS
Fugleåsen 5 AS
Fugleåsen 7 AS
Gneisveien 32 AS
Gneisveien 34 AS
Gneisveien 40 AS
Nesoddsveien 22 AS
Stolvstadlia 9 AS
Åkersvikvegen 30 AS

Previous board assignments:
Huskvarnen Fastighets I AB
Pilängen Logistik I AB
Mitt Vard Bolag AB
Söderbymalm Fastighets AB
Pilängen Logistik II AB
Huskvarnen Holding AB (publ)

Previous board assignments:
Mitt Vard Bolag AB
Vårdfastigheter Sverige I AB (publ)
Bonäsudden Fastighets 2 AB
GBG Office 1 AB (publ)
Huskvarnen Fastighets 1 AB
GBG Target 1 AB
Pilängen Logistik I AB
Pilängen Logistik II AB
Bonäsudden Holding AB (publ)
Bonäsudden Fastighets AB
Pilängen Logistik AB
Huskvarnen Holding AB (publ)

Source: the interim Board of Directors

None of the members of the interim Board of Directors of the Company has been convicted in fraud-related
crimes, has been prohibited from carrying on business, or been engaged as a board member or as a holder of a
managerial position in a company going bankrupt or being liquidated during the past five years.
Companies of which the members of the interim Board of Directors have hold at least 10 % of the capital or
voting rights during the past five years are presented in Appendix 1. Any companies of which the interim
members currently hold at least 10 % of the capital or the voting rights are also presented Appendix 1.
6.1.2

The CEO of Bosjö Fastigheter AB (publ)

The CEO of Bosjö Fastigheter is Jacob Anderlund. Mr Anderlund is employed by the Business Manager and will
not receive any salary from the Company in the regard of his role as CEO. Although Mr. Anderlund is intended
to be replaced as a member of the Board of Directors at the upcoming extraordinary general meeting of the
Company, there are no intentions to replace Mr. Anderlund as the CEO of the Company. Mr. Anderlund tasks
correspond to the tasks of the Business Manager, which are presented in section 6.5. Please see Mr.
Anderlund’s CV below.
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Jacob Anderlund, CEO:




6.1.3

Employed as Business Manager at Pareto Business Management AB
CEO of Huskvarnen Holding AB (publ), Pilängen Logistik AB (publ) and Vårdfastigheter Sverige I AB
(publ)
3 years’ experience from audit of real estate companies at PwC
MSc in Business and Economics at Stockholm University
Proposed Board of Directors

An extraordinary general meeting is proposed to be held on 16 June 2016. At this general meeting, a new Board
of Directors will be elected. The proposed Board of Directors of the Company is presented below. Please note
that each proposed board member’s ownership in the Company is as of the date of this Company Description.
Companies of which the members of the proposed Board of Directors have hold at least 10 % of the capital or
voting rights during the past five years are presented in Appendix 1. Any companies of which the members
currently hold at least 10 % of the capital or the voting rights are also presented Appendix 1.

Ragnar Boman - proposed chairman of the board:








Education: B.Sc. in Business and Economics from Stockholm School of Economics (SSE)
30 years’ experience from different board assignments
Current assignments: Deputy Director at Swedish Securities Council, Deputy Member at Nasdaq
Stockholm Disciplinary Committee and Member of Swedsec’s Disciplinary Committee
Current board assignments: Chairman of the board of Huskvarnen Holding AB (publ), Huskvarnen
Fastighets 1 AB, Foundation Alfta Kurhem and Warbro Kvarn AB. Board member of SIS Ägarservice AB
and Ragnar Boman AB
Former board assignments: Board member of Hälleforsnäs Industrier AB, Stora Huset AB, Karl-Adam
Bonnier Foundation and Foundation Hälleforsnäs Bruksfastigheter
Ownership in the Company: 1,000 shares

Kia Orback Pettersson - proposed board member:








Education: B.Sc. in Business and Economics from Lund University
20 years’ experience from management positions within retail, media and real estate, such as Hemtex,
Dagens Nyheter, Guldfynd, Sturegallerian, Castellum and Apoteket
Current assignments: Since 2002 Partner at Konceptverkstan
Current board assignments: Chairman of the board of TerecomBoxer, Riksdalen, NAI Svefa and
Friskis&Svettis. Board member of JM, Kungsleden and Odd Molly
Former board assignments: Board member at Etac, Ramundbergen, Theia, Adara, Apoteket
International, Ticket Travel, Hemtex, Forsen Projekt, Jernhusen, Garbergs, Ponderus, Tengbom
Arkitekter
Ownership in the Company: 0 shares

Juhani Nyman - proposed board member







Education: Business Administration, Mathematics and IT at Uppsala University
25 years’ experience from the IT sector and 16 years’ experience from real estate
Self-employed within the IT sector between 1992 and 2004
Manager of its own real estate company with SEK 150 million of assets under management for 16
years before divestment in 2015
Former board assignments: Board member of Direct2internet AB
Ownership in the Company: 50,000 shares
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Åsa Ohlström - proposed board member







6.2

Education: Economics at Dalarna University
10 years’ experience of real estate and finance
Current assignments: Founder and board member of Achiever AB, which focuses on asset
management, finance, accounting and business intelligence. Also External Expert at the Church of
Sweden’s asset management council
Previously CFO at Riksbyggen, CEO at Riksbyggen BoSpar and Deputy CFO at Building (Sw: Byggnads)
Former board assignments: Board member of Skandrenting, FöreningsSparbanken City, Förenade Liv
Life Insurance, Tornet Bostadsutveckling and ActionAid
Ownership in the Company: 0 shares
The Subsidiary

The Subsidiary is a Swedish limited liability company with corporate identification number 559050-1820,
registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office at 4 February 2016. The current registered address
of the Subsidiary is c/o Pareto Business Management AB, P.O. 7415, SE-103 91 Stockholm. The Subsidiary has a
broken fiscal year (0701 – 0630).
The object of the Subsidiary is to own and manage immovable and movable assets and conduct business
related thereto. The Subsidiary is, together with the Target, the borrower under the Senior Debt Facility, and
the direct owner of the Target. The Subsidiary is also the borrower under the Junior Debt Facility.
The Share Purchase Agreement for the acquisition of the Target was entered into with the Vendor as seller and
the Subsidiary as buyer.
There is no historic or current disputes regarding the Subsidiary.
6.3

The Target

The Target is a Swedish limited liability company with corporate identification number 556935-1470, registered
with the Swedish Companies Registration Office since 20 June 2013. The Target’s current registered address is
c/o Pareto Business Management AB, P.O. 7415, SE-103 91 Stockholm.
The object of the Target is to own and manage real estate and conduct business related thereto.
The Target’s only shareholder prior to the acquisition of the Target by the Company, through the Subsidiary,
was the Vendor. The Target and the Subsidiary are the borrowers under the Debt Facilities.
The Target has changed its fiscal year to the same as the rest of the Group (0701-0630).
6.4

Transaction and Group structure

The Transaction was structured as an acquisition of 100 % of the shares in the Target by the Company, through
the Subsidiary. The Target’s only shareholder prior the acquisition was the Vendor.
The group structure prior to the completion of the Transaction is illustrated below. Prior to the Transaction, the
Target was named Wilfast Vindtyget AB.
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Group structure prior to the completion of the Transaction

Source: the Company

The Group structure as of the date of this Company Description is illustrated below. Please note that the
Subsidiary and the Target will be merged prior 31 December 2016.

Group structure as of the date of this Company Description

Source: the Company

6.4.1

Closing of the Transaction and the Share Purchase Agreement

The Share Purchase Agreement was signed in March 2016 and closing of the Transaction was at 29 April 2016.
The Share Purchase Agreement was negotiated between representatives of the Company, on behalf of the
Subsidiary, and representatives of the Vendor. The main elements in the Share Purchase Agreement were
structured as follows:
 The acquisition was carried out by means of a transfer of 100 % of the shares in the Target
 The estimated purchase price for the shares in the Target was paid on the closing date in cash
 The purchase price is subject to auditing and adjustment 45 business days after the closing date of the
Transaction
 The purchase price was based on an agreed Gross Real Estate Value of SEK 740,000,000
 The Gross Real Estate Value was reduced due to deferred tax by an estimated amount of approximately
SEK 28,039,000
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 The Company paid, through the Subsidiary, for 15 % of the losses in the Target, estimated to SEK
15,000,000, equalling SEK 2,250,000, which increased the purchase price (Tax Loss Carry Forward)
 As security for the Vendor's obligations under the Share Purchase Agreement, the Vendor will hold SEK
10 million of the purchase price on escrow until 1 May 2017

The Share Purchase Agreement for the acquisition of the Target was entered into with the Vendor as seller and
the Subsidiary as buyer.
The purchase price, which was paid on the closing date was a preliminary amount based on a pro forma
balance sheet. The final purchase price will be calculated based on the closing accounts to be prepared by the
Vendor and reviewed by the Target's auditor and the Company 45 business days after the closing date.
The Share Purchase Agreement contains warranties regarding the Target, the Property, the Lease Agreements
and tax, collectively deemed by the Group and its legal advisors to be in line with Swedish market practice with
customary limitations regarding the Vendor’s liability for breach of warranties and in respect of thresholds and
time limits for making claims. The maximum liability of the Vendor will also apply to the tax warranties.
6.5

Business Manager

The Business Manager will look after the Company’s interests and ensure that the Company is managed in
material compliance with all applicable laws. The Business Manager will perform the services as set out in the
Business Management Agreement in accordance with the articles of association of the Company, the guidelines
and instructions from the Board of Directors and the general meeting of the Company, and always subject to
statutory requirements.
The Business Manager will be responsible for the Group’s day-to-day business, handling ingoing and outgoing
correspondence, cash management, accounting/budget matters, performing secretarial tasks and organizing
general meetings, producing and preparing annual and semi-annual financial reports and project updates for
investors and other reports for public authorities. The day-to-day business also includes monitoring the Lease
Agreements and ensuring that the Group is in compliance with the loan agreements. The Business Manager will
also closely liaise with the Technical Manager of the Group and ensure in particular that the running costs,
maintenance and investment plan are in the best interests of the Company.
The Business Manager may, at his/her own discretion, engage third parties in connection with performing the
duties referred to above. Any possible fees connected with third party agreements will be paid by the Business
Manager.
Upon the sale or other realization of one or more of the Group’s properties or subsidiaries (including by way of
merger or demergers, the Company will pay the Business Manager a fee of 1 % excl. VAT, calculated in the
event of a realization of one or more of the Group’s properties or subsidiaries based on the sum of i) the agreed
purchase price and ii) any remaining payments required to construct the properties to be sold/realized. In the
event of the termination of the Business Management Agreement, the Company will not pay the Business
Manager any fee. However, upon the sale or other realization of one or more of the Group’s properties or any
of the Company's direct or indirect subsidiaries within 12 months after termination of the Business
Management Agreement (unless the agreement is terminated by the Company due to a material breach by the
Business Manager), the fee of 1 % is payable. The fee will be calculated as 1 % (excl. VAT) of the Gross Real
Estate Value of the Group’s properties.
The Business Management Agreement may not be terminated for a period of 5 years after signing (with certain
exceptions), and is thereafter prolonged until terminated. The period of notice of termination to be given under
the Business Management Agreement is 12 months. The fee falls due upon completion of the transaction that
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triggers the fee or upon divestment within 12 months after termination of the Business Management
Agreement (as the case may be). The fee is payable even if the Business Manager has not participated in the
realization of the Company, its properties or other Group companies.
For the business management services, the Business Manager will receive a fee of SEK 700,000 p.a. excl. VAT.
The fee will be adjusted annually by 100 % of the CPI, the first time in January 2017, based on the index listed in
October 2015. The Business Manager has received a start-up fee of SEK 250,000 excl. VAT, which was paid after
the closing of the Transaction.
For services provided that are not included in the fixed fee stated above, the Business Manager will invoice the
Company according to its standard hourly rates, currently between SEK 950 and 1,500 per hour excl. VAT. The
Business Manager will receive remuneration according to the specified rates if assisting in procurements.
Some specific tasks and fees connected to these tasks will not be subject to the standard hourly rates, but will
be negotiated with the Board of Directors of the Company, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.6

Fee for coordination of development projects.
Fee for refinancing of debt.
Fee for renegotiation/renewals of lease agreement.
Fee for assistance in connection with signing of new lease agreements when external advisers are
used.
Fee for re-syndication/restructuring of the Company
Potential conflict of interest

Prospective investors should be aware that, as of the date of this Company Description, all board members of
the Company are employed either by the Manager or the Business Manager. Prior to the completion of the
Recent Equity Issue and the redemption of the Business Manager’s shares in the Company, the Company was
owned by the Business Manager. The employees of the Manager involved in the Transaction have, among
other things, negotiated the terms of the Share Purchase Agreements, the Debt Facilities and the Business
Management Agreement. The Manager has identified that the foregoing may give rise to conflicts of interest
and even if such conflicts of interests are deemed to be limited, has addressed this by monitoring the
contemplated Transaction and the work carried out closely with a view to address and mitigate potential
conflicts of interest in a manner that benefits the Company.
6.7

Technical manager

Even though all Property Related Costs shall be carried by the Tenant (except for costs related to property
insurance, land development or disposals/transfers of land initiated by the landlord), the Company has
budgeted for the Technical Manager to follow up the Tenant’s management of the Property.
The Technical Manager will report to the Business Manager, which in return will report to the Board of
Directors and the shareholders of the Company.
6.8

The Shares

All shares in the Company have equal voting rights and equal rights to dividends. The Share’s ISIN code is
SE0008014534 and the ticker at AktieTorget will be BOSJO. The Shares are registered by Euroclear Sweden AB.
Expected first day of trading on AktieTorget is 25 May 2016. The Company has engaged Pareto Securities as
liquidity provider for the Company.
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6.9

Contact information

The Company’s contact information is stated below.
Address:
Bosjö Fastigheter (publ)
C/o Pareto Business Management AB
Box 7415
103 91 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone:
Pareto Business Management: +46 8 402 50 00
Website:
www.bosjofastigheter.se
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7

THE PROPERTY

Unless otherwise explicitly stated, the Vendor is the source of all information contained in the sections 7.1 – 7.3
below.
The Property was indirectly purchased by E-Logistikk AS, a company established by NRP AS (Ness, Risan &
Partners AS), from Ellos in 2013 through its subsidiary Vindtyget 1 AB (which company, prior to the Transaction
was merged with the Target). The initial building was completed in 1978 and has since been further developed
and extended in the mid-1980s and early 1990s. Major renovations of the building have been carried out and
the buildings are well maintained. Further constructions and renovations estimated to SEK 100 million are
currently on-going. Since 1978 Ellos has been the sole tenant and the Property houses the company’s
headquarter and only logistic and distribution centre in the Nordics. Given a normal production day,
approximately 15,000 to 20,000 packages are sent to Ellos’ customers from the Property.
In the following sections, the Property is described in more detail.

Pictures of the Property

Source: the Vendor

7.1

General overview

The Property is situated in Viared Business Park in Borås (for more information regarding Viared Business Park,
please refer to section 8.2). The Property is well preserved with ongoing constructions and renovations
estimated to SEK 100 million, paid for by the Tenant. Ellos has a team of 20 people, on site, only focusing on
property management, which ensures a good long-term standard of the Property.
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Property details – Summary
Property details
Registered property

Borås Vindtyget 1

Address

Ödegärdsgatan 6, Borås

Tenure

Freehold

Site area

161,094 m²

Lettable area

93,585 m²

Clear height, Distribution Centre

7 metres / 12 metres

Loading gates, Distribution Centre

32

Parking spaces

640 (240 for logistics and 400 for offices)

Construction/rebuilding years

1978, 1980, 1993, 2016

Source: the Vendor

Office buildings B and D consist of four floors of office space above ground and a basement containing storage
(B), ventilation premises (B) and a data centre (D). Office building (A) consists of three floors above ground
containing office premises, canteen and personnel premises and a basement containing technical premises.
Approximately 400 people work in the Office Buildings.
The Distribution Centre (C) consists of one floor of storage and logistics premises of approximately 47,900 m².
Some parts have two office floors which together with the large mezzanine area in the northern part of the
building add approximately 21,900 m². The Distribution Centre is built in stages from 1978 to 1993 and is AED
certified ensuring that it fulfils toll security requirements for duty free passage of goods. In total, approximately
250 people work in the Distribution Centre.
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Overview and area distribution

Sources: CBRE, the Vendor

7.2

Technical description

The technical standard of the Property is good as the buildings have been refurbished during 1980s, 1990s and
due to the currently on-going refurbishments. Please refer to the tables below for a technical overview of the
Property. If nothing else is stated, maintenance and repairs of the features below are covered and paid for by
the Tenant.
7.2.1

Heating

The buildings are connected to district heating via a substation located in the Distribution Centre. The heat is
distributed differently in the four buildings. In building A via hot water pipes to radiators, in building B through
docs in the ceiling, in the Distribution Centre via air heaters and in building D via ventilation systems under the
windows.
7.2.2

Cooling

Two of the four buildings (building D and the Distribution Centre) are connected to two separate cooling units.
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7.2.3

Ventilation

In buildings A and B the main ventilation units have been replaced and upgraded 2010 to FTX units (supply and
exhaust air with heat recovery). In the paper printing area there is also a humidifier installed to regulate the
moisture levels throughout the year.
7.2.4

Water

The Property is connected to the municipal water and sewer system. Water is heated in the district heating
substation located in the Distribution Centre.
7.2.5

Oil and grease

The Property has one grease separator connected to the restaurant (located southeast of the restaurant), and
two oil/water separators.
7.2.6

Power

Incoming electricity is high-voltage and is being transformed into low voltage via switchgears and transformers
located in building C. The switchboards in the different buildings were replaced in 2010.
7.2.7

Sprinkler

Parts of building D (areas used for paper printing) and Distribution Centre are connected to a sprinkler system
with municipal water supply. The sprinkler system is also connected to a diesel generator for emergency use.
7.2.8

UPS

For emergency use there are also two large uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) located in containers north of
the Distribution Centre.
7.2.9

Lifts/Lifting equipment

In the buildings there are eight hydraulic lifts, several lift tables and 32 electrical loading gates.
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Technical overview – Office Buildings
Part

Office buildings

Foundation and structure

Cellars with concrete walls and floors. Some rooms are shelter classified

Framework

Concrete walls and floors

Exterior wall

Concrete element walls with thermal insulation and brick facades. Windows
are mainly three-glass insulation units in wooden frames

Roof

Lightweight concrete flat/low inclination roofs. Building A has an inverted
roof with gravel. Buildings B and D have roofs covered with roofing felt

Floors

Building A has four office floors and one top floor with technical premises
(ventilation). Building B has four office floors and one underground floor
containing storage/ technical premises (ventilation). Building D has four
office floors and one underground floor containing a data centre

Fire precautions

The basement and the ground floor in building D have been provided with
sprinkler protection

Source: the Vendor

Technical overview – Distribution Centre
Part

Distribution centre

Foundation and structure

Concrete slab on ground

Framework

Lightweight concrete roof and walls. The horizontal primary carrying elements
are predominately made of steel beams and the vertical frame consists of
concrete pillars

Exterior wall

Lightweight concrete outer walls and concrete element facades. Windows are
mainly three-glass insulation units in wooden frames

Roof

Lightweight concrete covered with roofing felt. Some polystyrene have been
used to create slopes towards roof drains. The newer of the two high bay storage
areas has a composite panel roof construction with rockwool insulation.

Floors

The Distribution Centre’s floor is made of precast concrete. The south and west
corners of the building consist of two floors as well as some of the office areas
along the exterior walls. In the northern part of the building is a large mezzanine
(Sw. Entresol) area (13,700 m²) made of a steel frame with wooden floor

Fire precautions

The Distribution Centre is divided into several fire cells with adequately tested
and maintained fire doors in order to support and facilitate the loading and
unloading of goods

Source: the Vendor
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7.3

New construction and renovation

Renovation and construction on the Property is on-going with estimated completion prior to the summer of
2016. Ellos and the landlord have agreed on the works in the Distribution Centre, in Office Buildings A and B
and new connecting buildings between the Distribution Centre and the Office Buildings. Total cost for the
works is estimated to SEK 100 million, which is to be paid by the Tenant.
7.3.1

Works – Office Buildings

Please note that final tenant improvements could differentiate from what is herein.
Renovation
All office floors of building A and B and basement floor in building A will be renovated from office modules to
open plan office, the renovation includes:






Exchange of surface layers and painting of walls
New textile carpeting and parquet
Replacement of inner ceilings with light fixtures
New installation of electricity and data/telecommunications
New toilet facilities

The renovation will involve a relocation of the entrance and associated lobby to a placement in the middle of
the A-house, but also a renovation of the restaurant for expansion of capacity, including a new kitchen.
New Construction
A connecting building in three floors between building A and B including:








7.3.2

A glass facade building
Open-plan meeting areas on all floors
Opening towards ground floor/patio on first floor
Fire doors to each floor in building A and B
Staircase
Elevator
Coffee room on first floor
Floor coverings adapted to buildings A and B
Works – Distribution Centre

Please note that final tenant improvements could differentiate from what is described herein.
Renovation
Part of existing warehouse (former workshop) will be rebuilt to become a photo studio with additional storage
space. This will include:




Painting
Replacement of windows
Adaptation of electricity and lighting
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New Construction
A photo studio between office building A and current storage (existing office / storage room and connecting
corridor between the reception and current storage space, will be demolished and replaced with a new
building). The new building includes:



7.4

New building (concrete slab, wall elements, windows, roofing corresponding to warehouse standard)
Ceiling height about 7.5 metres
New connection corridor between the office building and the warehouse
Additional expansion opportunities

The lettable area is circa 93,585 m², of which approximately 69,800 m² is the Distribution Centre. Ellos is renting
two external warehouses on short term leases of approximately 10,000 m² each adjacent to the Distribution
Centre. However, the Property enables Ellos to expand the warehouse by additional 10,000 – 20,000 m²
(subject to necessary permits being achieved and any restrictions in the zoning plan etc.), which is illustrated
below. The expansion opportunity is included as a supplement to the Lease Agreements (see section 9.3.9 for
more information).

Example of suitable expansion opportunities and external buffer warehouses used by Ellos

Sources: the Vendor, the Company, zoning plan of the Property
Note: Please note that the highlighted land without building rights is outlined by the Company for illustration purposes and might differ
from the actual zoning plan
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8

LOCATION

The Property is situated in Viared, in the western part of Borås municipality. Borås is the fourteenth largest
municipality in Sweden with a total population of approximately 108,000 inhabitants in 2015 and 1.5 million
people living within a 100-kilometre radius. Borås belongs to the Greater Gothenburg region which is the main
driver in Western Sweden and Västra Götaland County. The latter is Sweden’s second largest county, followed
by Stockholm County according to Statistics Sweden.

Borås and the Property is part of Sweden’s second largest county

Sources: the Company, SCB

Borås is the home of 11,500 large and small companies in a wide range of different businesses. More than 500
new companies are set up in the city every year, according the city of Borås. Borås offers a rich choice of public
services, trade and commerce, cultural events, recreation and education, as well as a highly specialised labour
market. Proximity to both Gothenburg and Landvetter Airport are major assets for the city and approximately
13,000 people commutes to the city every day.
Borås is the Swedish centre for textiles and clothing with several famous companies, and a city of commerce
with its 1,500 import and export companies. A lot of well-known mail order and e-commerce companies are
located in Borås, such as DHL, DB Schenker, Aditro Logistics, Ellos, Jotex, Stayhard and NetOnNet. To support
the booming e-commerce market a large number of companies work within logistics, distribution and
marketing.
The new high-speed railway connection between Gothenburg and Stockholm, through Borås, will, in addition,
increase the accessibility and create an even stronger labour market region.
Borås municipality grows faster than Västra Götaland County and Sweden as a whole. The strong growth of
Gothenburg is of high importance for Borås. Borås also benefits from its university, the University of Borås, with
approximately 13,000 students and 700 employees.
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8.1

Logistic location

The logistics market in the Nordics is experiencing increasing volumes, especially within e-commerce, which
increases the demand of distribution services. Another recent trend is cross-border e-commerce with Sweden
acting as the logistic hub in the Nordics, according to PostNord.
Warehousing and distribution hubs in Sweden and the Nordics are concentrated in the southern regions, where
more than 100 million people are located within 24 hours delivery time. Nordic hubs benefit from welldeveloped infrastructure with an efficient network of highways, railways and ports supporting international
trade. Trends such as the annual double digit growth of e-commerce and occupier outsourcing continue to
increase the demand for logistics.
The Property is located in Sweden’s most attractive logistic region, which facilitates Ellos Group to reach its
visions and targets over time.
The Gothenburg Region’s high ranking is mainly thanks to its large harbour, which is the largest import and
export harbour in the Nordics with direct ocean-going lines and some 25 rail shuttles for railway goods to
Sweden and Norway.
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The Property is located in Sweden’s most attractive logistic region

Sources: HUI Research, Intelligent Logistik

Ellos’ product line mainly comes from Asia via sea freight to the port of Gothenburg once a week and is
transported to the Property. Given a normal production day, circa 15,000 to 20,000 packages will be sent to
Ellos Group’s customers.
Ellos Group’s main logistic flow to and from Viared

Sources: Ellos, CBRE
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Around 45 % of the products go to Sweden, 25 % to Finland, 15 % to Norway and 10 % to Denmark. Ellos also
has sales in Russia through a franchise concept and product range exchange with La Redoute in France. All
deliveries in Denmark, 80 % in Sweden and 40 % in Norway are covered with overnight deliveries. Also 25 % of
Finland is offered express delivery by the air route Jönköping-Helsinki.
8.2

Viared Business Park

Viared Business Park (“Viared”) is located west of Borås city, in connection to highway R40 and the new
highway R27. The area is well established and ideally positioned close to both Borås and Gothenburg and only
20 minutes’ drive to Gothenburg Landvetter Airport on two-line highways. The first buildings in Viared were
constructed in the 1970s, but the majority of the buildings have been built since 2000.

Viared is known for its logistically strong infrastructure

Sources: Intelligent Logistik, CBRE

Viared is located approximately 60 km from Gothenburg harbour, central combi terminals and approximately
35 km to Landvetter Airport. Viared has direct access to four national highways and railway connections in four
directions. Highway R40 is the most frequent and fastest route for transport between Gothenburg and
Stockholm.
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Viared has evolved to become one of Sweden’s most attractive business parks with large logistic facilities and
office units. Demand for industrial and logistics space in Viared remain high with further development of the
area underway.

Selection of tenants in Viared

Source: Datscha, Eniro

Viared Business Park consists of several well-known real estate owners e.g. Starwood Capital, a Danish
Consortium (including four Danish pension funds), Estea, Cordea Savills, Catena and Schenker International. In
addition, nationally and globally strong office and logistic tenants occupy the area. In addition to large
corporations, restaurants and banks’ local offices are also located in the area.

Selection of property owners in Viared

Sources: Datscha, Eniro
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8.3

Logistic rent

Market rents for logistic properties do not tend to differ dramatically between areas to the same extent as
other property types, e.g. offices. Stockholm and Gothenburg are the only regions with slight discrepancies due
to higher cost of land. Proximity to transportation infrastructure is a key value driver for logistic properties and
rent levels. Thanks to new developments and the steady interest in the Borås region, the market rent is likely to
increase over time.

Prime rental levels, logistics
Rank

Region

Prime rental
level (SEK/m²)

Periphery rental
level (SEK/m²)

1

Greater Gothenburg Region + Borås

700 – 900

350 – 550

2

Örebro Region (Örebro, Hallsberg, Arboga and
Kumla)

550 – 750

300 – 500

3

Eastern Sweden Region (Norrköping, Linköping,
Mjölby and Motala)

500 – 700

350 – 550

4

Arlanda Region (Sigtuna, Upplands Väsby,
Enköping, Håbo and Bro)

850 – 1,050

550 – 750

5

Jönköping Region (Jönköping, Nässjö and
Vaggeryd)

550 – 750

300 – 500

6

Helsingborg Region

500 – 700

300 – 500

Sources: Datscha, Intelligent Logistik

Rental level benchmarks show that Ellos’ logistic rent of approximately 440 SEK/m² is below market rents for all
top logistic locations in Sweden which should mitigate a potential renegotiation risk of the Distribution Centre.
Ellos’ logistics rent compared to prime logistic rent across Sweden (SEK/m²)
Rent/m²
1,200
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Source: Datscha
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Arlanda
Region

Jönköping
Region

Ellos logistics rent

Helsingborg
Region

Ellos’ logistic rent compared to historical logistic rent across Sweden (SEK/m²)

Source: Datscha

8.4

Office rent and location

Office rents in Borås ranges between 450 – 1,200 SEK/m² but levels around 1,500 SEK/m² have been observed
in central Borås. Ellos’ office rent is in line with the office market rents for the Borås region, which is illustrated
in the graphs below.

Ellos’ office rent in comparison to historical figures across Borås

Source: Datscha

Ellos’ office rent is in the higher range in comparison to similar locations (“C locations”). However, Viared is
perceived as the most attractive office location within the “C locations”, which should mitigate a potential
renegotiation risk of the Office Buildings. Renegotiation risk is also mitigated if compared to the Borås office
market as a whole. Please see graphs below for further illustrations.
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Ellos’ office rent in comparison to historical figures in “C locations”

Source: Datscha

Borås office market (A, B & C locations)

Source: Datscha
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9

THE TENANT AND LEASE AGREEMENTS

9.1

Overview

The Property is fully let to Ellos AB, which uses the Property as their headquarter and main distribution centre
for the Nordics. Ellos was founded in 1947 and belongs to the Ellos Group.
The Ellos Group consists of Ellos, Jotex and Stayhard, which together form the leading e-commerce platform in
the Nordic fashion and home decoration industry. Besides Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland, Ellos’
products are also accessible in the United States. In addition, through its partner company La Redoute, some of
the products are also available in Belgium, Portugal, Spain, UK, France, Russia and Switzerland
The Ellos Group was acquired from Redcats by Nordic Capital Fund VII in 2013. Nordic Capital private equity
funds have invested in mid-market companies primarily in the Nordic region since 1989.
Simplified organisational structure

Source: Ellos Group
Notes: (1) Nordic Capital Fund VII is placed in Luxembourg (2) Previously invested in similar companies within the textile and ecommerce industry, such as KappAhl and JC. (3) Founder of NetOnNet and former CEO

9.1.1

The e-commerce market

The Swedish e-commerce market continues to grow. Swedish e-commerce sales exceeded SEK 50 billion in
2015, which equal a CAGR of 34 % since 2003.
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Swedish e-commerce market growth (SEK billion)
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Brands within Ellos Group cover the majority of the most frequent online purchases in Sweden. Approximately
40 % of people’s purchases online are within clothes and shoes, which is one of the largest segments within the
Ellos Group. Today every fifth purchase is completed online, even though it differs between segments. For
example, approximately 35 % of the respondents, which acquired electronics, did it online. On the contrary,
only 14 %, which acquired cosmetics and health care products, did it online.

Top 10 most frequent purchases online in Sweden
Media products (incl. books)

/

Clothes/shoes

/

Cosmetics/health care
Electronics
Toys/children products

/
/

Sport and leisure
Interior decoration/furnitures

Car, boat, motorcycle products
Animal products
Groceries
0%

10%

20%

Sources: HUI Research, PostNord
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30%

40%

50%

9.2

The Tenant and the Ellos Group

Ellos was originally well-known for their catalogue with sales connected to the issue of each number. Ecommerce development has however made Nordic Capital turn the group to become more dependent on the
e-commerce market. Today the group sells their products through the catalogue and online, with 70 % of the
orders going through the e-shopping platform. In total, the group has 2.4 million active customers and in 2014
revenues of SEK 2.6 billion and approximately 680 employees.
After Nordic Capital’s acquisition of the Ellos Group in 2013 a new strategy has been implemented. The focus
on paper-based marketing has been reduced in favour for other media, e.g. social media and traditional mass
media such as TV. A clear example of this is that the 600-pager catalogue, which historically has been sent out
two times a year has been replaced by a thinner version that is published four times a year. The effect of the
new strategy is that four collections a year can be presented instead of two, which has generated a higher
customer satisfaction and increased profitability. Substantial investments in new IT systems have been carried
out during 2014, which will improve the e-commerce and lower the Ellos Group’s annual operating
expenditures.

Ellos Group’s marketing and distribution channel transformation

Source: Ellos Group

9.2.1

Nordic Capital

The origins of Nordic Capital date back to 1989 when Skandia Life Insurance, the largest insurance company in
the Nordic Region and Svenska Handelsbanken, a major Nordic commercial bank established a joint venture to
pursue buyouts. Since that time, the Nordic Capital funds have become some of the most prominent and
respected private equity funds in Europe. Nordic Capital has eight offices across Europe.
Investors in Nordic Capital Fund VII, which is the owner of the Ellos Group, are pension funds (46 %), Asset
Managers (35 %), Life insurance (13 %) and Endowments (6 %). Geographically, the committed capital came
from investors in the Nordic region (15 %), the rest of Europe (30 %), the US (35 %) and the rest of the world
(20 %). The total size of the fund measures EUR 4,300 million.
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Nordic Capital's successful model for enabling value creation blends a careful approach to investment selection,
strategic development, a drive for operational excellence and a committed ownership approach. The
responsible investing approach, which calls for long-term collaboration and engagement amongst all
stakeholders to deliver a successful outcome, is implicit in the culture of the Nordic region.
Once an investment opportunity has been identified, Nordic Capital follows six key value creation themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural transformation
Operational improvement
Buy-and-Build
Emerging market growth
Strategic repositioning
Growth acceleration

Nordic Capital schedules to list the Ellos Group on NASDAQ stock exchange during 2016.

Selection of current and former holdings in Nordic Capital

Source: Nordic Capital
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9.2.2

Selected financial information

The Ellos Group has gone through large changes since the acquisition which also can be seen in the financial
figures for 2013 and 2014. Outcome for 2015, which will be presented in Q1 2016, is estimated to be positive
with steady and controlled growth ahead. The group has retained earnings of approximately SEK 850 million.
Ellos is the largest brand within the Ellos Group, contributing to approximately 84 % of the group’s sales. Jotex
and Stayhard contribute with 11 % and 5 %, respectively.
Sales break down among Ellos Group brands
5%
11%

84%

Ellos

Jotex

Stayhard

Sources: Ellos Group, Nordic Capital

The following is a summary of Ellos and Ellos Group’s financial information. For access to Ellos and Ellos Group’s
full financial reports, please visit the company’s website.

Ellos and Ellos Group key consolidated income statement figures, SEK million, rounded

SEKm

Ellos Group Holding AB

Income statement

2014

Total operating revenue

2,611

Total operating expenses

2013*

Ellos AB
2014

2013

2,405

1,853

2,119

2,463

1,644

1,813

2,201

Operating income

148

761

40

Profit before tax

145

697

2

481

Profit for the period

127

671

3

479

-82

*Operating activities for 2013 comprise approximately 7 months due to the acquisition of the Ellos Group on 3 June 2013

Source: Annual reports of Ellos and Ellos Group

Consolidated operating revenue for 2014 amounts to approximately SEK 2,611 million, which is an increase of
approximately 9 % compared to 2013. Please note that figures for 2013 comprise approximately 7 months due
to the acquisition of the Ellos Group on 3 June 2013. The acquisition caused a negative goodwill of
approximately SEK 729 million, which was booked as an income in the income statement for 2013. Excluding
the negative goodwill, the full year total operating income of 2013 would have totalled approximately SEK
2,928 million.
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Ellos and Ellos Group key consolidated balance sheet figures, SEK million, rounded

SEKm
Balance sheet
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Tangible assets
Deferred tax
Financial assets
Current assets
Inventory
Cash and cash equivalents
Other current assets

Ellos Group Holding AB
2014-12-31 2013-12-31
807
716
775
678
15
19
18
20
-

Ellos AB
2014-12-31 2013-12-31
242
219
37
11
14
18
2
188
190

864
402
155
307

937
422
160
355

1,091
386
5
700

1,273
422
31
820

1,672

1,653

1,333

1,492

Equity
Paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Non-controlling interest

796
117
655
24

801
107
694
-

813
64
749
-

810
64
746
-

Long-term liabilites
Long term debt
Provision for pension
Deferred tax liabilities
Untaxed reserves

343
58
114
170
-

246
89
157
-

71
9
62

96
13
58

Short-term liabilites
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other short term debt

533
224
224
85

Total liabilities

Total assets

Total equity and liabilities

-

0

25

607
169
299
138

449
205
151
92

586
166
179
241

876

853

520

682

1,672

1,653

1,333

1,492

Source: Annual reports of Ellos and Ellos Group
Note: Please note that untaxed reserves not necessarily are to be seen as long-term liabilities

Ellos and Ellos Group key consolidated cash flow figures, SEK million, rounded

SEKm
Cash flow statement

Ellos Group Holding AB
2014
2013*

Ellos AB
2014

2013

Cash flow from operating activities

221

1,381

-73

-374

Cash flow from investing activities

-86

-625

-33

504

Cash flow from financing activities

-140

-597

80

-99

Cash flow for the year

-5

160

-26

31

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

155

160

5

31

*Cash flow statement for 2013 is affected by the acquisition of the Ellos Group on 3 June 2013

Source: Annual reports of Ellos and Ellos Group
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Ellos and Ellos Group key financial figures, rounded

Ellos Group Holding AB
2014
2013*
48.5
48.4
16.5
167.6
11.3
98.0

Key figures
Equity ratio (%)
ROE (%)
ROA (%)

Ellos AB
2014
61.0
0.4
5.0

2013
55.6
61.5
31.1

*Operating activities for 2013 comprise approximately 7 months due to the acquisition of the Ellos Group on 3 June 2013

Source: Annual reports of Ellos and Ellos Group

9.3

The Lease Agreements

9.3.1

Summary

The Property is fully let to Ellos AB under two lease agreements, expiring in October 2032 (the Office Buildings)
and October 2030 (the Distribution Centre), respectively. All obligations under the Lease Agreements are
guaranteed by the parent company of the group, Ellos Group, and a reputable Swedish bank.

Lease Agreements, key facts
Commercial terms

Office Buildings

Distribution Centre

Ellos AB

Ellos AB

Bank guarantee

Yes

Yes

Parent company guarantee

Yes

Yes

2032-10-31

2030-10-31

Area, m²

23,785

69,800

Estimated rent 2016, TSEK

14,753

30,680

620

440

No

No

Option to extend

5 years

5 years

Notice period

3 years

3 Years

100 %

100 %

Yes

Yes

Tenant

Lease term

Rent / m²
Break options

CPI adjustment
VAT
Source: the Vendor

9.3.2

Lease period and options to extend

The weighted average remaining lease period on the Lease Agreements is approximately 15.5 years as of
January 2016. The lease agreement for the Office Buildings expires 2032-10-31 and the lease period for the
Distribution Centre expires 2030-10-31.
The Tenant has the right to prolong the Lease Agreements at unchanged terms twice, for a period of 5 years
each time. The notice period is 36 months for both lease agreements.
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9.3.3

Property maintenance and cost allocation

Both agreements were signed at the same time and follow the same structure where all costs relating to the
Property including all operating, repair and maintenance costs are allocated to the Tenant. In more detail, the
Tenant and the Vendor have agreed on a ten-year maintenance schedule of which all investments are to be
covered by the Tenant. The maintenance schedule was defined by a third party, which in this case was WSP. All
costs related to the property tax are charged as a supplement to the rent for the Tenant. All costs related to the
Property shall be carried by the tenant (except for costs related to property insurance, land development or
disposals/transfers of land initiated by the landlord). All buildings and all land on the site, such as all green
areas and all parking places are included in the Lease Agreements. A simplified demarcation list is described
below. Operating expenses are equivalent to utility costs, such as electricity, water and sewer. A more detailed
breakdown could only be given by reading the demarcation lists in the Lease Agreements.

Simplified demarcation list
Party
Tenant

Property tax

Operating expenses





Maintenance costs


Insurance



Landlord
Source: the Vendor

9.3.4

Rental payments and adjustments

The yearly rent for 2016 is estimated to approximately SEK 45,433,000. The base rent for both leases is
adjusted annually per 1 January with 100 % in accordance with the changes in the Swedish CPI. The base index
for both Lease Agreements is 313.55, which equals the base index of July 2013.
The rent is invoiced and paid quarterly in advance by the Tenant.
The Tenant will be entitled to an one time rental discount during 2016 amounting to SEK 9,000,000 excluding
VAT. The rental discount will, however, in full, be covered by the Vendor.
9.3.5

Break options

The Tenant has no break options during the lease period under the Lease Agreements.
9.3.6

Guarantees

Ellos Group guarantees the Tenants’ fulfilments of all obligations under the Lease Agreements. In addition, the
Tenant has issued an on demand bank guarantee from reputable Swedish bank which covers 12 months’ rent
(including property tax and indexation).
9.3.7

Modification of the premises

The Tenant is responsible for exchanges, reparations or investments within the premises. This includes, among
others, all technical supplies, potential elevators, ventilation, water and sewer, freezers, cables, ports etc.
The Tenant is obliged to complete any exchanges necessary, regardless if there is wear and tear, authority
requirements or the Tenants own requirements.
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The Tenant has the right, if permitted by the landlord, to carry out construction, installation and interior work
within the premises. The work must be carried out in accordance with applicable laws, standards and
regulations.
9.3.8

Third party letting and assignment of the Lease Agreements

The Tenant may sublet the premises to a tenant pursuing business in line with the tenant’s business as defined
in the Lease Agreements. The Tenant is also entitled to sublet the premises to a tenant letting individual office
spaces, e.g. IT-campus or serviced office space.
An assignment of the Lease Agreements is not allowed without the landlord’s authorisation.
9.3.9

Options to expand the premises further

The Tenant has the right to expand the premises further. The option is valid until 2019-12-31. The size of the
expansion is subject to necessary permits being achieved and any restrictions in the zoning plan.
The expansion is either paid by the Tenant or the landlord. If paid by the landlord, the expansion shall yield the
highest of (a) 7 % or (b) the average of the buy and sell rate of a Swedish 10-year swap rate as of the date of the
expansion + 6 %.
Example:
Expansion cost: SEK 30 million
10-year swap: 1.41 % / 1.43 % = 1.42 %
Rent calculation: (6 % + 1.42 %) * SEK 30 million = SEK 2,226,000
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10

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The estimates, projections and calculations in this chapter are based on assumptions supported by objective
data. The estimates involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual developments to differ
materially from the anticipated development.
All calculations and estimates are based on current information, believed to be correct at the time of
preparation of the Company Description. The Company cannot guarantee the correctness of the calculations, or
the quality of the figures and assumptions underlying the calculations. Some of the assumptions made will or
may be changed by the Board of Directors, and accordingly the estimates may then change. Please note that
the expected return is not a guarantee of actual return. Actual return is also subject to the investor’s tax
position and may be affected by future changes in tax legislation
As described in section 4.1, the Company has limited or no substantial operating history.
10.1

Transaction financing

The investment had an estimated project cost of SEK 740 million, and included the following elements:
Project costs, rounded
Element
Gross Real Estate Value
Latent tax discount
Tax Loss Carry Forward
Mortgage deed
Net Real Estate Value
Arrangement and sales fee
1
Debt financing
2
Other start-up costs
Working capital
Total Project cost

SEK million
740.0
-28.0
2.3
3.8
718.1
14.8
1.9
2.3
2.9
740.0

Source: the Company

10.2

Key figures
Key figures, rounded

Estimated key figures
Debt Facilities
Equity raised in the Recent Equity Issue
3
Rental income (full year 2016)
Net Operating Income (full year 2016)
EBITDA (full year 2016)
Net Real Estate Yield
EBITDA Yield

Unit
SEK million
SEK million
SEK million
SEK million
SEK million
%
%

Amount/percentage
518.0
222.0
45.4
44.9
43.4
6.1
5.9

Source: the Company

The agreed Gross Real Estate Value of SEK 740 million gives a Net Real Estate Yield of approximately 6.1 %.
Including Group Costs, the estimated EBITDA Yield amounts to approximately 5.9 %.

1
2
3

Debt financing includes arrangement fees to the banks
Other start–up costs include cost for due diligence, valuation, start-up costs for the Business Manager and others
The tenant is fully charged for the property tax (approximately SEK 1.5 million per annum). The rental income above is hence excluding such supplement
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The estimated project cost of SEK 740 million has been financed as set out below:
Project financing
Element
Debt Facilities
Equity raised in the Recent Equity Issue
Total Financing

SEK million
518.0
222.0
740.0

Source: the Company

10.3

Pro forma balance sheet as of 25 May 2016

Below is a pro forma balance sheet as of 25 May 2016 presented. The pro forma balance sheet has been
reviewed by the Company’s auditor in accordance with the review assignment SNT 4400.
A short summary of the most common assumptions are mentioned below:










The Group’s deferred tax receivables are based on 22 % of the negative net income of approximately
SEK 19.3 million (all transaction costs of approximately SEK 19.0 million affects the income statement,
according to IFRS). Profit for the period in the Target is estimated to approximately SEK 9.0 million.
Cash and bank include approximately SEK 27.0 million in the Company and approximately SEK 22.8
million in the Target
The Group’s deferred tax liabilities include 22 % of the Target’s untaxed reserves of approximately SEK
16.1 million
Long-term debt equals the Debt Facilities of the Group, incurred by the Subsidiary and the Target
Accounts payable mainly includes the fee to the Manager
Current liabilities include tax and VAT in the Target
Accrued expenses equal the remaining estimated transaction costs, incurred by the Company,
estimated to approximately SEK 4.2 million
Prepaid income includes prepaid rental income from the Tenant, amounting to approximately SEK 7.6
million

Pro forma balance sheet as of 25 May 2016
Proforma balance sheet - the Group
Values in SEK '000

25 May 2016

Assets
Buildings and land
Deferred tax receivables
Other receivables
Cash and bank
Total assets

704,934
4,246
39
49,845
759,064

Equity and liabilities
Share capital
Equity
Deferred tax liabilities
Long-term debt
Accounts payable
Current liabilities
Accrued expenses and prepaid income
Total equity and liabilities

2,220
200,542
3,537
518,000
14,886
8,075
11,805
759,064

Source: The Company
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10.4

Financial calendar

The company will report under IFRS. The financial calendar of the Company is presented below.
Financial calendar
Extraordinary general meeting
Year-end report
Annual report
Annual general meeting

16 June 2016
29 August 2016
29 August 2016
4 October 2016

Source: The Company

10.5

Owners and share capital

In the table below are the Company’s largest owners presented.
Largest shareholders
Client

Number of shares

Ownership share

200,000
150,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
1,570,000
2,220,000

9.0 %
6.8 %
4.5 %
4.5 %
4.5 %
70.7 %
100.0 %

EOJ 1933 AB
Lednil AB
Stena Metall AB
Fibonacci Asset Management AB
Landstingets Donationsfonder
Other ~135 shareholders
Total
Source: The Company

There are 2,220,000 shares issued in the Company, and all issued shares are paid in full. All shares in the
Company have equal voting rights and equal rights to dividends. The maximum number of shares in the
Company in accordance with the articles of association is 8,000,000 shares. The Company has engaged Pareto
Securities as liquidity provider for the Company.
The development of the share capital is shown in the table below.

Share capital development
Date of registration

Event

17 December 2015
27 April 2016
27 April 2016

Establishment
Funds from the Recent Equity Issue
Redemption of shares

Change in share
capital (SEK)
+ 500,000
+ 2,220,000
- 500,000

Total share
capital (SEK)
500,000
2,720,000
2,220,000

Source: The Company

10.6

Description of debt financing

The Manager was prior to the Transaction, on behalf of the Group, conducting an evaluation of debt financing
options. A request for a proposal was distributed to a number of banks in order to map the bank financing
alternatives available to the Company. The Manager also evaluated to finance the acquisition through a bond
issue. Based on indicative terms from banks and the bond market, more detailed discussions were initiated
with two Swedish banks.
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The main terms of the Senior Debt Facility are as follows:

Main terms of the Senior Debt Facility
Lender:
Borrower:
Amount:
LTV:
Maturity:
Interest rate:
Amortisation:
Covenants:

Undertakings:

Security package:
Initial fee:

Swedbank AB
The Target and the Subsidiary (companies to be merged prior to 31 Dec 2016)
SEK 444 million
~60 %
5 years
2.25 % (fixed)*
1 % annually (paid quarterly)
 Group’s debt service coverage ratio: > 1.0
 Group’s interest service coverage ratio: > 2.0
 Group’s equity ratio: > 25.0 %
 LTV on the Senior Debt Facility shall not equal an LTV of ≤ 63 %
Customary representations and warranties, as well as general undertakings,
including negative covenants regarding restrictions incurring additional financial
indebtedness, providing security and carry out material changes to its business
First in security ranking. Post the merger between the Subsidiary and the Target,
the security package includes mortgages over the Property and a pledge over the
shares of the Company. Prior to the Transaction, existing mortgage deeds
corresponded to approximately SEK 330 million.
One-time fee of 0.35 % of the loan amount (SEK 1,554,000)

Sources: the Company and Swedbank
* Prior to the merger between the Subsidiary and the Target, the annual fixed interest rate amounts to 3.45 %.

The main terms of the Junior Debt Facility are as follows:
Main terms of the Junior Debt Facility
Lender:
Borrower:
Amount:
LTV:
Maturity:
Interest rate:
Amortisation:
Covenants:
Undertakings:

Security package:
Initial fee:

Collector Bank AB
The Subsidiary
SEK 74 million
Between 60 -70 %
5 years
5.5 % + STBIOR 90*
No amortisation
Connected to the Senior Debt Facility
Customary representations and warranties, as well as general undertakings,
including negative covenants regarding restrictions incurring additional financial
indebtedness, providing security and carry out material changes to its business
Post the merger between the Subsidiary and the Target, the security package
includes mortgages of SEK 74 million within SEK 518 million over the Property
and second security ranking mortgages of SEK 444 million within SEK 444 million
over the Property
One-time fee of 0.5 % of the loan amount (SEK 370,000)

Sources: the Company and Collector Bank
* Prior to the merger between the Subsidiary and the Target, the fixed annual interest rate amounts to 7.0 %. Post the merger, and until the
end of the first year, the fixed annual interest rate amounts to 6 %. Beyond the first year, and until the end of the Junior Debt Facility, the
interest rate is as stated above, 5.5 % + STIBOR 90 (the Company has entered into an interest rate swap agreement).
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The Company has entered into the loan agreements based on the commercial terms set out above. The Debt
Facilities have been effective since 29 April 2016. Based on the Gross Real Estate Value of SEK 740 million, the
initial LTV is approximately 70 %.
10.7

Auditor

The Company’s auditor is Deloitte AB, corporate identification number 556271-5309. The auditor in charge for
the audit is Jan Erik Palmqvist, Authorized Public Accountant.
10.8

Dividends

The Company intends to distribute an estimate of approximately 9.5 % of the paid-in equity annually (equalling
SEK 9.5 per share). Dividends are proposed to be distributed on a quarterly basis. Dividends are dependent on
the Group’s distributable reserves and liquidity situation, and dividends may be subject to the relevant lender’s
approval or certain covenants in the financing documentation. Ultimately, the future dividend policy of the
Company will be determined by the general meeting of the Company following a proposal from the Board of
Directors.
All Shares have equal rights to dividends. The shareholder registered in the Company’s share register on each
record date shall be considered authorized to receive dividends; in case of bonus issue (Sw. fondemission), to
receive new shares, and to execute the shareholders’ right to subscribe for new shares in rights issues.
If a shareholder cannot be reached through the Euroclear system, its claim on dividends is limited only by the
general limitation period (Sw: lagstadgad preskriptiontid). After the limitation period, the dividend will accrue
to the Company.
There are no restrictions to receive dividends for shareholders residing outside Sweden. For shareholders with
other domicile for tax purposes than Sweden, ordinary Swedish withholding tax will be deducted from the
dividend.
10.9

Estimated owner costs

Estimated Property Related Costs and Group Costs are presented in the table below. The figures are based on
Vendor’s historical costs, the Company’s assumptions and experiences of the Manager and the Business
Manager. Since all costs related to the leased Property shall be carried by the Tenant (except for costs related
to property insurance, land development or disposals/transfers of land initiated by the landlord), the Lease
Agreements are close to triple net leases. In addition, the Tenant and the Vendor have agreed on a ten-year
maintenance schedule of which all investments are to be covered by the Tenant. The maintenance schedule
was defined by a third party, which in this case was WSP.
The Company has budgeted for annual maintenance and repair costs in 2018 and onwards of SEK 300,000 to
create buffer, even though almost all property costs are covered by the Tenant. Long-term Property Related
Costs are therefore estimated to approximately SEK 881,000, equivalent to approximately 9 SEK/m². Long-term
Group Costs are estimated to approximately SEK 1,450,000 excl. VAT. Hence, the Group’s total long-term costs
for managing the Company, its subsidiaries and the Property, are estimated to SEK 2,331,000, equivalent to
approximately 25 SEK/m².
Please note that 100 % of the cost for property tax is charged as a supplement for the Tenant. Hence, as
excluded below, the rental income excludes the property tax supplement, which is estimated to approximately
SEK 1.5 million per annum.
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Estimated income and costs, year 2016 (full year)
Income and costs, year 2016 (full year)

SEK ‘000

SEK/m²

45,433

485

281

3

0

0

0

0

Technical management

300

3

Net Operating Income

44,852

479

Business management

700

7

Auditing, listing and directors’ fee

750

8

43,402

464

Estimated rental income
Insurance
Operating expenses
Maintenance and repairs

4

EBITDA
Source: the Company

10.10

Historical financials for the Target

Below are key financials for the Target presented. As the Target was established on 20 June 2013, figures for
2013 are excluded.
Key financials, the Target
Values in SEK '000

Income statement
Rental income
Property related costs
Net operating income
Company costs
EBITDA
Profit for the year

2015
45,433
-627
44,806
-139
44,667
-818

2014
45,365
-513
44,852
-61
44,791
15,966

Balance sheet
Assets
Fixed assets
Current assets
Total assets

513,715
25,072
538,787

518,855
33,959
552,814

Equity and liabilities
Book equity
Long term liabilities
Current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

165,112
331,990
41,685
538,787

197,930
319,975
34,909
552,814

Source: the Target

4

The Company has budgeted for annual maintenance and repair costs in 2018 and onwards of SEK 300,000
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For further information, please refer to the annual reports of the Target, which can be downloaded from the
Swedish Companies Registration Office’s website or other annual reports providers.
10.11

Employees

The Company does not have any employees.
10.12

Estimated tax residual value

The Target’s tax residual value of the Property is as of 31 December 2015 estimated to approximately SEK 39
million. Of this amount is approximately SEK 10 million attributable to land and approximately SEK 29 million
attributable to buildings on the Property. As 75 % of the Property’s total lettable area is used for logistic
purposes and the remaining offices, the Company has assumed a weighted average depreciation rate of
approximately 3.5 %.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: The interim and proposed Board of Directors’ current and former holdings in other companies
Appendix 2: Articles of association of the Company
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Appendix 1

Companies of which the proposed Board of Directors holds, or previously held, more than 10% of the shares
Ragnar Boman

Kia Orback Pettersson

Juhani Nyman

Current holdings:
Ragnar Boman AB (100 %)

Current holdings:
None

Current holdings:
JN Marketing AB (100 %)

Former holdings:
Warbro Kvarn AB (28 %)

Former holdings:
None

Former holdings:
Vindkraften2 AB (100 %)

Åsa Ohlström
Current holdings:
Achiever AB (100%)

Former Holdings:
None

Source: the proposed Board of Directors

Companies of which the interim Board of Directors holds, or previously held, more than 10 % of the shares
Sven Iver Hegstad

Jacob Anderlund

Stefan Gattberg

Current holdings:
LSA Invest AS (100%)

Current holdings:
None

Current holdings:
S.K. Gattberg AB (100%)
Arkipelag Nautisk Produktion &
Pedagogik Handelsbolag (50%)

Former holdings:
None

Former holdings:
None

Former holdings:
None

Source: the interim Board of Directors
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